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Conflicting reports given over cause of Ayer beaver-dam burst,
damage
By Mary E. Arata, marata@nashobapub.com
Posted: 07/20/2011 10:05:25 AM EDT
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AYER -- There's discord over what caused a beaver-dam break discovered on July 11 that unleashed
approximately 19 million gallons of swamp water that overwhelmed a dam downstream of Pine Meadow
Pond, ripped apart Oakridge Drive, and dumped so much sediment and water into Flanagan Pond further
downstream that it's snuffed out the $28,000 treatment of the weed-choked pond this summer.

Ayer police, in conjunction with the state environmental police, ruled there was "no human sabotage,"
according to Reginald Zimmerman, assistant press secretary for the Office of Energy and Environmental
Affairs.

But in a report to the Ayer selectmen Tuesday night, Conservations Commission member Jessica Gugino
reported that the officers examined one of two blown-out beaver dams from a distance late last week.
Conversely, she'd spent an hour and a half on Tuesday walking atop the dams with Pat Huckery of the Ayer
office of the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife.

"What she told me is that she'd have to say her findings were inconclusive. She couldn't tell if the break was
natural or tampered with," said Gugino. "It usually leaks like a sieve if it's abandoned by beavers. Last week
there were new branches.

"The way the dam broke in the middle, if there was any evidence of tampering, it was washed away," said
Gugino. "Unless someone comes forward with information, we're never going to know."

The pond-treatment program was slated to take place July 13 but was nixed

due to the resulting high water levels and turbidity

of the stirred-up swamp water racing down into
Flanagan Pond. Lycott Environmental has agreed
to honor its pricing to perform the treatment next
spring, Town Administrator Robert Pontbriand said.

As to why there'd be a disconnect between law
enforcement and the state wildlife experts, Gugino
said Huckery explained the environmental officers
are "enforcement, not trained biologists."

Selectman Frank Maxant sensed opportunity to
seek state disaster relief funding to help finance
the road rebuilding project, which just wrapped up
Tuesday at noon. Final paving will follow once a
contractor is retained to fix Oakridge Drive,
according to DPW Superintendent Dan Nason.

"Everything we've learned about beavers is their
dams do not fail," said Maxant. "They're
engineered. They fail after they're abandoned."

As far as the property damage to the town is concerned, "There are penalties if anyone of the public is found
to have tampered with the dam," said Pontbriand, who said fines run up to $25,000 a day for tampering with
a beaver dam.

John Delcore lives aside Flanagan Pond. He warned that the pond-weed treatment must press on else the
homeowners around the 85-acre pond suffer decreased property values, which will in turn hurt the town's
tax cull.
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 Root Of course Alice Struthers is no relation to Alice in Wonderland,
considering that one (presumably not Ms. Struthers) is a fictional character. Nice serious
journalism, Townsend Times. Forced...
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 Recall these bums Just when I think the selectmen can't possibly get any
worse, they go and prove me wrong. How can they possibly give their buddy Ron
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 stoppanamlot So where is the letter to the editor we're supposed to read
first? Why was it published under the rebuttal from Mary Arata? Ms. Arata could have
asked so many questions beyond "NO" of the July 4...
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the phone? She's just reporting on email transactions and treating a letter to the editor
from Susan Tordella like an interview. This is...
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 KTH Ruth Fichter is Officer Ficter's mother, just FYI
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